The suggested plasma-laser accelerator' is an attempt to achieve a very high energy gradient by resonantly exciting a longitudinal wave traveling at close to the speed of light in a cold plasma by means of the beat-wave generated by the transverse fields in two laser beams. Nonlinearities enter through the usual advective and relativistic increase-of-inertia effects in fluid motion, quantitatively modify the form of the plasma wave, and eventually stop its growth by lengthening its oscilla-2 tion period so that it no longer resonates with the beat-wave. (2) outside the plasma, and the coupled fluid momentum conservation -Maxwell system of equations. The latter are conveniently classified into the transverse equations:
incorporates an averaging out of frequencies > wpo in expectation of their negligibility relative to the resonantly coupled adiabatic oscillations. Similarly we must also supply the -yv1 dependence in y which is needed in (4). Again averaging over the rapid variations, we obtain 2(1 -v2) 1 + -{1 + cos[wpo(t ---zI) + O1}* (9) Fluid Mechanics on the Light Cone: Now that the beat-wave force and -y are known as explicit functions of the 'adiabatic' variables, the longitudinal equations (4) constitute a closed system. The beat-wave's complete space-time dependence is implicit-indicating that in actuality it is a superposition of traveling plane waves of diverse frequencies, wave numbers, and phase velocities; which may however usefully be pictured as a simple harmonic wave, different locations in which move with different phase velocities dependent on the local values of n and v, -hence our usage "effective phase velocity". The same may be said of the plasma wave in Ez with the revision that the latter is distorted by nonlinearities from the simple harmonic form. By assumption (1) the deviations from the speed of light in the effective phase velocity of the beat-wave, and hence the plasma wave, are small-but, in practice as we envision it, are still considerably larger than those of a relativistic particle beam undergoing acceleration in the plasma. An essentially light-like particle slipping across an appreciable fraction of a plasma wave half-cycle then moves a distance proportional to (1 - point t = z/2 as the front of the beat-wave, for which v, = 0 and Ez 0, and assume that the plasma occupies the half-space z > 0. The plasma wave seen by a light-like test particle traveling on a trajectory specified by t_ = t-b > z/2 at a particular z is then obtained by integrating from t_ = z/2 to t-tb, i.e., tracking the evolution of the plasma at z from the time it first experiences the beat-wave force until it is encountered by the particle.
Illustrative Results: The results we now present aim at exposing the phenomena described by (13) and illustrating their typical ramifications for a beat-wave accelerator. Given the beat-wave strength r0 ' and phase q the parameters necessary for a calculation are the initial phase of the plasma wave relative to the particle, specified implicitly by t-b, and the range in z in which we are interested. t-b may be thought of as signifying the fact that at the time the laser beams enter the plasma the particle is at z =-t-b and that the particle trajectory overtakes the front of the wave when it reaches z = 2t-b. Thus if the plasma is not too nonlinear the trajectory traverses roughly tLbWpO/7r plasma oscillations, which is also the number of oscillations that have occurred at z = 0 by the time the particle enters the plasma. Inasmuch as the plasma is nonlinear the precise 'phase' of the wave a particle with a given t-b sees upon entering the plasma must be found by solving (13). For purposes of acceleration it is desired that it be in the saturated regime and where E5 has the proper sign and of course the particle is extracted or the plasma terminated after traversing at most one half-period. Many considerations may ultimately enter into the choice of an optimal plasma accelerating 'phase' and stage length -in the accompanying figures (calculated using an earlier version of (13) restricted to ro Z 1) we simply follow the test particle through several oscillations beginning at 2 = 0 for 4i = 0 and a t-b such that the plasma wave is essentially saturated. There is a striking amount of 'decay' in the amplitude as it 'ages' in traveling through the plasma -plainly attributable to the diversion of beat-wave amplitude away from the resonant frequency and into sidebands as the plasma wave 
